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The following paragraphs describe the vision of what we would like to achieve by 2015. it provides a target to 
guide the development of our goals, objectives, and  strategic plan. 

Customer Satisfaction and Customer Relationships
The kentucky Transportation center has developed and implemented tools for measuring our customers’ 
perceptions regarding the quality and value of the products and services we provide. These tools are consistently 
utilized for all projects, regardless of who the client is. feedback provided by these tools is scrutinized on a regu-
lar basis to identify improvements that can be made in policies and/or procedures. 

Research Excellence / National Prominence
The kentucky Transportation center (kTc) enjoys a strong national reputation in selected, high-priority areas 
of research and technology transfer. kTc researchers are widely known for their subject matter expertise, group 
facilitation skills, effective communications, and project management skills. kTc’s technology transfer profes-
sionals are nationally recognized for excellence in information delivery and workforce development. This reputa-
tion is reflected in strong name recognition at all applicable national and regional meetings and conferences. 

Size of Program and Diversity of Funding Sources
The size of kTc’s research and technology transfer program has grown substantially over the past five years, pri-
marily due to the identification and cultivation of new funding sources (federal, state, local, and private-sector) 
and the growth of non-sPR (state Planning and Research) funding. The center has strategically targeted areas 
of research and technology transfer that are important to the kentucky Transportation cabinet (kyTc) and to 
the nation. kyTc receives substantial benefits from having direct access to kTc’s research results and technol-
ogy transfer resources. The sPR program remains strong and vital.

Work Environment / Employee Satisfaction
kTc is a rewarding and enjoyable place to work. employee retention is high, as is employee morale. kTc pro-
vides opportunities and support for all employees to continue learning and to grow professionally throughout 
their careers. exceptional employee performance is recognized and rewarded.  employees are highly motivated 
and highly productive. co-workers treat each other with courtesy and respect. The workforce includes a strong 
and increasing presence of minorities and women.

Implementation and Value of Research
Tools and processes have been put in place to promote, facilitate, and track the implementation of research 
results. implementation is a priority for kTc and is accomplished through a team effort, involving practitio-
ners, researchers, and technology transfer professionals. implementation is considered from the earliest stages of 
each research project. The benefits resulting from the implementation of research findings are well-documented 
and well-disseminated. This information is used to promote the value of transportation research and technology 
transfer programs both within kentucky and nationally.

The full version of the Vision can be found on our website at www.ktc.uky.edu/vision.html

KentucKy transportation center
Vision for 2015





Director’s Message

Twenty-twelve was a successful and exciting year for the kentucky Transportation center. for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 2012, we brought in $11.85 million in sponsored project awards, and our total 
program expenditures were $11.4 million, both of which were the highest in our 32-year history at 
the university of kentucky. our sponsored projects revenue ranked us as the number-one department 
in the college of engineering (accounting for more than 40 percent of the college’s total) and also 
ranked us number five on the entire university of kentucky campus.
  
We continued to enjoy and appreciate our unique and close relationship with the kentucky Trans-
portation cabinet, and we had the opportunity to work with new research sponsors, including the 
national Waterways foundation, the louisiana Transportation Research center, and the West Virginia 
department of Motor Vehicles.  

early in 2012, we received notice that our consortium with Marshall university (lead), the university 
of louisville, and hampton university had been selected as one of 12 Tier one university Transporta-
tion centers through the federal uTc Program. This not only marked kTc’s first entry as a signifi-
cant player in the federal uTc Program, but it also provided us with a funding source to continue our 
expansion into multimodal transportation, freight and logistics, and inland waterways. Through the 
efforts of dr. Reg souleyrette and dr. Jerry Rose in civil engineering, we were also part of another 
consortium selected for funding. That consortium is focused on rail transportation and led by the 
university of illinois.  

The uTcs selected in early 2012 were only promised one year of funding. however, we received word 
in the summer that a second year of funding would be provided as well. Then, in december, it was an-
nounced that the program would be re-competed in 2013, using the new rules established by congress 
in the transportation reauthorization bill known as MaP-21. like most university Transportation 
centers across the u.s., we are actively preparing our strategies and our responses for the re-
competition.

in the midst of these new developments, we continued to carry out research, technology transfer, and 
educational activities across the broad spectrum of transportation issues. We continue to strive to ad-
dress all facets and all modes of transportation, and to truly be The kentucky Transportation center. 
We are proud of what we accomplished in 2012, and we are excited about the opportunities that await 
us in 2013 and beyond.

Joe crabtree, Ph.d., P.e.





insPecTion of sTRands and deck anchoRages of The 
us 231 WilliaM h. naTcheR bRidge 

shortly after the us 231 William h. natcher bridge was completed in 2002, cracks were detected in the plastic 
piping of the 92 stay cables that contain the strands that support the bridge. a concern arose when a follow-on 
inspection revealed the presence of water inside several cracked cables. Water can contact the strands and cause 
them to corrode, weakening the bridge and reducing the anticipated lives of the stay cables. kTc bridge Preser-
vation section personnel conducted several investigations from 2007 to 2011 to scope the extent of the prob-
lem. during that period, the number of stay cables with cracked piping increased. nearly every cable had cracks 
in the transition piping, connecting the stay pipes to the anchorages either at the decks or at the towers. 

bridge Preservation Personnel developed a long-term inspection plan consisting of several follow-on phases to 
address the problem. Phase i is intended to evaluate the deck anchorages to assess their condition and determine 
any damage, such as strand corrosion, occurring at the locations. Phase ia, conducted in 2012 and 2013, con-
sisted of consultant inspections at the deck anchor blocks. siva corro-
sion services conducted field and laboratory corrosion assessments on 
all 92 stay cable deck anchorages including collection and analysis of 
water entrained inside the cable piping. kPff consultants inc. per-
formed ultrasonic testing of the strands at the anchorages to detect any 
broken wires or possible wire damage due to corrosion at inaccessible 
locations inside the cable anchorages.   

kTc supervised the field work and reviewed resulting reports from the 
consultants. Those documents have been provided to the kentucky 
Transportation cabinet for review and comments. in spring 2013, 
kTc will conduct follow-on investigations of cracked piping at deck 
level. They will conduct various nondestructive evaluations of the cables,
both externally and internally. late in 2013, the results of the work 
will be evaluated and in-depth material analyses will be planned for 
Phase ii work. 

cuRRenT ReseaRch PRoJecTs
1. Preventive Maintenance for bridges 
2. Thin film concrete coatings 
3. investigation of stay cable Piping of the us 231 natcher bridge
4. experimental bridge Maintenance Painting on i 275 
5. deck sealing on i 471 
6. evaluation of Weld cracking on the i 65 Jfk bridge 
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BriDge preserVation
ted Hopwood, program Manager

KPFF personnel performed ultrasonic testing 
of the strands at the deck anchorages to look for 

broken wires. 

Cracks in the stay cable piping 
prompted the work. 



construction ManageMent
timothy taylor, program Manager

change oRdeRs and lessons leaRned: 
knoWledge fRoM sTaTisTical analyses of engineeRing 

change oRdeRs on kenTucky highWay PRoJecTs

although change orders occur on 
many construction projects, many 
can be avoided through improved 
project planning and scoping. 
from 2005-2008, statistical 
analyses of change orders on 610 
kentucky roadway construc-
tion projects examined how the 
causes of change orders varied for 
construction versus maintenance 
projects, road type, and construc-
tion type. The research examined 
the risk posed by engineering 
change orders by measuring the 
frequency and average percentage 
change in project costs for differ-
ent types of change orders. 

The leading causes of change orders within the state consistently included contract omissions, owner-induced 
enhancements, and contract item overrun. evidence proves that improved front-end planning can help to avoid 
many high-risk change orders on roadway construction projects. however, avoidance of other change orders, 
such as fuel and asphalt price adjustments, are more challenging due to the rapidly changing market conditions. 
The results show distinctive trends that are useful for constructability reviews on future projects, and identify 
the need for new directions in front-end planning and project scoping to minimize change orders on highway 
projects. More information can be found in the on-line report available at http://www.ktc.uky.edu/projects/
change-orders-and-lessons-learned/.

cuRRenT ReseaRch PRoJecTs
1. contractor evaluations in the contractor selection Process
2. contract Time determination
3. forecasting construction staffing needs on future Projects
4. Methods to expedite and streamline utility Relocations for Road Projects 
5. Project Planning and scoping to improve the execution of highway Projects
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Decision support systeMs
ted grossardt, program Manager

inTegRaTed fReighT neTWoRk Model 

The intermodal freight network Model uses geographic information systems (gis) to demonstrate the flows 
of commodities along the highways, railroads, and waterways of kentucky and the surrounding region. us-
ing data obtained from the u.s. energy information administration, the model captures all shipments of coal 
from origin (county of coal mine) to destination (power plant), including the mode of transportation used and 
the route taken. Modeling of the coal movement data enables the volumes of the combined shipments to be 
tabulated for each section of the network.  Mapping visualizations created from the model demonstrate which 
corridors along the network are most heavily utilized for coal shipments. it subsequently reveals which segments 
of the network are most vital to the nation’s energy sector.  additionally, the model is able to predict how ship-
ments of coal may be altered on the network according to changes in the system, such as a temporary river lock 
closure, low water, or other disruptions.

cuRRenT ReseaRch PRoJecTs
1. archeological Predictive Modeling
2. assessing the economic impact of america’s inland Waterways
3. assessing the future of Transit for West Virginia
4. historic Truss bridge Rehabilitation
5. Transportation systems Management education Program
6. use of simulators for inland Waterways education and Training
7. Workforce needs for the inland Waterways
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Volume of Coal Shipped Up (blue) and Down (red) Kentucky’s Inland Waterways. 
Green Dots are Coal Producing Counties. Black Dots are Coal-Burning Power Plants.



inland PoRT susTainabiliTy PRoJecT

The evolution of the flow of goods, tech-
nology, and information has transformed 
the port industry.  in recent decades, 
the intensity of activity at us ports has 
escalated as the rate at which imports 
and exports move through them has 
increased. This rapid expansion in trade 
and freight movement poses opportuni-
ties and challenges to ports. While it 
is crucial to the future of national and 
international trade, the sustainability of 
inland ports remains an understudied 
aspect of the transportation network. 
While a number of studies have looked 
at the implementation of sustainable 
practices in the coastal port industry 
and the sustainability challenges facing 
coastal ports, researchers have neglected 
the implications of sustainability for 
inland waterways and ports.

The inland port sustainability project examines sustainability within the inland port industry and provides an 
audit template by which inland port operators can assess sustainability.  as crucial steps in this process, a com-
prehensive literature review of port sustainability was compiled and researchers conducted a series of 13 site 
visits to coastal and inland ports along the u.s. east coast and gulf of Mexico. from these visits with opera-
tors, stakeholders, and  key supply chain entities, a report on the state of inland port sustainability has been 
completed which determines the auditable sustainability characteristics of inland port operations and provides 
a self-assessment tool by which all inland ports can improve their sustainability. Moreover, the project also lays 
out the step-by-step process which successful coastal ports undertook when beginning the process of becoming 
sustainable and tailors that process to the inland port industry. 

cuRRenT ReseaRch PRoJecTs
1. inland Waterway funding Mechanisms assessment
2. inland Waterway Predictive Model
3. inland Waterway Port sustainability
4. certain dangerous cargo analysis for the inland Waterway system
5. 2013 inland Waterway and freight Rail Multi-Modal Transportation symposium
6. implementation study of Temporary flood barriers
7. fedtrak
8. assessment of the sufficiency of kentucky’s Road fund
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freigHt & Logistics
Doug Kreis, program Manager



The MoToR caRRieR Tax consolidaTion sTudy 

The Motor carrier Tax consolidation study analyzed the tax and fee structure for kentucky motor carriers and 
detailed a policy scenario for eliminating the weight-distance tax. The report analyzed detailed revenue and rate 
information for various motor carrier taxes and fees. consolidation policies in idaho and ohio were reviewed, 
as well as a previous consolidation proposal in kentucky. a new consolidation framework was developed, where 
the international Registration Plan (iRP) and intrastate plate fees were increased by 180 percent and the weight-
distance tax was eliminated. Projections for weight-distance tax and iRP fees (both current and proposed) were 
compared to evaluate the revenue impact on the Road fund. The below figure compares past weight-distance 
tax revenues, as well as future projections, with iRP revenues at the proposed rate of increase (280 percent). iRP 
revenues were manipulated by multiplying the revenue by 280 percent for past years, and linking them to future 
projections. for a large part of the time period, the iRP projections fall well below weight-distance tax revenue. 
however, this trend changes in the late 2000s, as gasoline usage begins to plateau and slower rates of economic 
growth slows the growth of W-d tax revenues. The result is slower projected growth for weight-distance tax 
revenues. in fiscal year (fy) 2010, the two revenue plots intersect, and iRP increases are projected to outpace 
weight-distance tax revenues by an average of $2.16 million per year from fy 2013 to fy 2020 under the pro-
posed alternative fees. The revenue tradeoff should be roughly even, assuming the model assumptions hold true. 
however, it should be noted that intrastate carriers, interstate carriers with a high percentage of miles logged in 
kentucky, and low-mileage carriers will likely see an increased tax/fee burden if the proposed policy change were 
enacted.

cuRRenT ReseaRch PRoJecTs
1. coordinating the use and location of Weigh-in-Motion Technology 
2. implementation and evaluation of a Virtual Weigh station 
3. implementation of Three Ramp-based screening systems at kentucky Weigh stations 
4. PRisM and cVisn administrative and Technical support for kyTc
5. West Virginia Motor carrier services consolidation study 
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its & traffic ManageMent
Jennifer Walton, program Manager



foRensic PaVeMenT eValuaTion: louisVille, 
souTheRn indiana, and ohio RiVeR bRidge PRoJecT

kTc conducted a forensic evaluation along the i-64 
corridor in Jefferson county to provide the design-
build contractors with information relating to the 
subsurface pavement conditions along the route, prior 
to their responding to the request for proposals. This 
information was used by the contractors to prepare 
innovative Technical concepts (iTc) for the pavement 
design structure. This information allowed the contrac-
tors to streamline potential designs along the roadway 
which could result in cost and/or time savings during 
the construction of the project. kTc provided ground 
Penetrating Radar (gPR) data to verify pavement thick-
nesses and underlying subsurface conditions, pavement 
coring to review the conditions of the pavement lay-
ers, and falling Weight deflectometer (fWd) data to 
determine the strengths of the various pavement layers.
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paVeMents, MateriaLs & geotecH
clark graves, program Manager

The evaluation indicated varying multiple pavement 
conditions present along the roadway. The pavement 
design included in the initial proposal was developed 
based on the worst-case scenario of removing and 
replacing the entire pavement structure over the entire 
length of the project. The results of the forensic analy-
sis allowed the worst-case scenarios to be isolated and 
treated appropriately, with other more efficient designs 
using various rehabilitation strategies used along other 
sections of the roadway. These changes have the poten-
tial to save millions of dollars in pavement construction 
costs throughout the project. 

cuRRenT ReseaRch PRoJecTs
1. evaluation of chip seals for low Volume Roads
2. culvert and storm sewer inspection criteria
3. Performance of subgrade stabilization
4. improvement of longitudinal Joint construction
5. evaluation of intelligent compaction
6. utilization of geotextiles and geogrids in highway construction
7. improving asphalt Pavement durability
8. evaluation of the use of lidaR for highway applications
9. design guidelines for Mechanically stabilized earth Walls
10. Temperature Movement in bridges



RePaiR and sTRengThening of bRidges using TRi-axial cfRP fabRic

The precast box beam girders located on the two-span bridge on ky100, over csx Railroad and south Railroad 
street, had developed cracks close to the pier and abutments. The cracks observed on the beams were mostly 
diagonal; however, some vertical and horizontal cracks were also present. in addition to the box beams, several 
concrete pedestals on the east abutment had cracks that exposed the reinforcing bars. 

The retrofit consisted of filling the cracks with repair epoxy and strengthening the cracked locations with Tri-axi-
al carbon fiber Reinforced Polymer (cfRP) fabric. The Tri-axial fabric was chosen because of the varying crack 
orientations observed on the beams. u-wraps of the cfRP fabric were applied along the beams, beyond the last 
observed crack. horizontal strips were applied to the vertical faces of the beam, over the u-wraps, for added 
strength and to prevent any debonding. The cracked concrete pedestals were also retrofitted by wrapping them 
with the Tri-axial cfRP to provide strength and confinement. in order to prevent future cracking, the remain-
ing uncracked concrete pedestals on the east abutment were also strengthened with cfRP fabric.

cuRRenT ReseaRch PRoJecTs
1. aluminum bridge deck Testing, design, deployment, and Monitoring
2. bridge deck Rapid Repair
3. bridge load Testing vs. bridge load Rating
4. bridge Repair using high Performance Materials 
5. effect of Thermal loads on bridge substructures 
6. gfRP stay-in-Place forms
7. Remote Monitoring of bridge Piers for barge impact
8. Retrofit of aashTo girders using high strength steel Wire fabric 
9.  stainless steel Reinforcement for a concrete bridge deck 
10. Temperature Movement in bridges
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structures
issam Harik, program Manager

application of cfRP fabric over the pier application of cfRP fabric at an abutment



The Technology Transfer (T2) Program provides new 
and existing technology and research practices to 
transportation agencies across kentucky. The pro-
gram accomplishes this through the Roads scholar 
and Road Master Training Programs and other spe-
cialized training courses, newsletters, how-to manu-
als, legislative and regulatory news, a lending library, 
and on-site technical assistance. 

during 2012, the T2 training team conducted 222 
workshops with over 6,300 participants.  The Roads 
scholar and Road Master Training Programs contin-
ueds to grow, with 158 Roads scholars and 140 Road 
Masters completing the programs. 

T2 conducted the asphalt certification Program, leading to the certification of 49 new technologists and 
requalification of 15 technologists.  The asphalt field Technician certification resulted in 105 individuals earn-
ing their certification.  The kentucky erosion Prevention & sediment control (kePsc) for Roadway inspec-
tors training resulted in 240 individuals earning their certification. The Pesticide continuing education classes 
were attended by 781 participants, and 218 participants were certified through the Training and Testing pro-
gram.  The Work Zone employee Qualification Program qualified 413 flaggers, 293 technicians and 76 supervi-
sors.

a free service provided to local governments is the safety circuit Rider Program, which uses crash data to locate 
high-incident sites along roadways and assists communities in finding low-cost roadway safety improvements.  
The safety circuit Rider works with local governments to remove fixed objects, such as trees, brush, stumps, 
etc., and to install signage per Manual on uniform Traffic control devices (MuTcd) guidelines.  This pro-
gram is helping communities across the state of kentucky save lives every day. The safety circuit Rider program 
is made possible through funding from the federal highway administration in coordination with the kentucky 
Transportation cabinet.
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tecHnoLogy transfer
Martha Horseman, program Manager

Bourbon County’s 
Brentsville Road before

Work Zone Traffic control participants 

Bourbon County’s 
Brentsville Road after



T2 has made a great effort to expand the use of social media sites (facebook and Twitter) to better reach our custom-
ers with immediate information such as regulatory news, new training courses, and press releases for local and state 
government activities. We continually update our website to make it more user-friendly.  The number of visits to the 
website has continued to increase over the past year, and it has been viewed in over 70 countries.  new informational 
fliers were developed for several programs, including safety circuit Rider, the equipment loan Program, and the 
Roads scholar and Road Master Training Programs. 

The Transportation library serves state and local governments, the university, transportation professionals, and the 
general public, and is the only transportation library in kentucky. The library has resources available for loan and 
access to transportation-related databases and internet resources for responding to information and research ques-
tions. The online Video lending library is a free and user-friendly resource for individuals to find videos for safety 
meetings and training.  The library also produces an enewsletter and a library@Work series, providing easy access 
to a wide range of transportation-related subjects.  The library continues to expand their holdings with the addition 
of Transportation Research board (TRb) and other national publications through an agreement with the kentucky 
Transportation cabinet. 

hoRiZonTal cuRVe

in the past five years, 17% of collisions with a fixed object occurred on a curve. it’s important to have curves
assessed and the correct advisory speed posted in order to prevent deadly crashes. Technology Transfer, in
partnership with the kentucky Transportation cabinet, has developed the horizontal curve alignment signing
training course to help improve crash numbers in the commonwealth.

as a participant in the one-day course, individuals will be taught to assess curve speed with a ball bank indicator,
record the data found, and install the correct signs including curve speed. Participants will learn how to find and use 
crash statistics. individuals will be able to determine which curves need signage and the proper speed to post; this 
will aid in the reduction of crashes. horizontal curve alignment signing training is now an optional course for the 
Road Master Program.
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eValuaTion of adaPTiVe TRaffic signal sysTeMs 

Traffic congestion is becoming an increasingly significant problem in many large and small cities across the 
commonwealth of kentucky. The negative impacts of traffic congestion can affect economic productivity, 
environmental quality, and public safety. a challenge for transportation practitioners on a local and state level 
is managing and operating transportation systems with limited resources, which is further complicated by the 
need to deliver services in the face of growing travel demand and capacity limitations. The challenges of limited 
resources and growing travel demand have led to increased emphasis on successfully deploying cost-effective and 
practical arterial-based adaptive Traffic control systems (aTcss) to assist in reducing congestion, delays, fuel 
consumption and congestion-related crashes. 

aTcss have been promoted as one of the technologies with potential to ease congestion problems. aTcss con-
tinuously detect vehicular traffic volume, compute “optimal” signal timings based on this detected volume, and 
simultaneously implement them. adapting signal timing to these volume variations generally results in reduced 
delays, shorter queues, and decreased travel times. 

The objective of this study is to perform a comprehensive evaluation of an adaptive Traffic control system 
deployed along Winchester Road and along south limestone near the university of kentucky. The center will 
utilize hardware-in-the-loop micro-simulation to test and evaluate the aTcs under a wide range of conditions 
and develop guidance for aTcs deployments. 

cuRRenT ReseaRch PRoJecTs
1. development of safety Performance functions 
2. crash Plug-ins for desktop apps 
3. signal Timing needs and Training 
4. land surveyor Training 
5. alternate snowplow Procedures and Markers 
6. Two-lane Road capacity
7. Transition Zone design
8. esal update and forecasting 
9.  crash corridor analysis 
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traffic & safety
Jerry pigman, program Manager

south limestone aTcs corridor Winchester Road aTcs corridor 



eDucation & professionaL DeVeLopMent
reg souleyrette, program Manager

naTional uniVeRsiTy RailRoad TRansPoRTaTion cenTeR (nuRail)

The kentucky Transportation center (kTc) and the kentucky Transportation cabinet provided matching 
funds for the university of kentucky’s participation in nuRail — a usdoT-designated university Transporta-
tion center. nuRail is led by the university of illinois. Reg souleyrette, commonwealth Professor of Transpor-
tation engineering, is Principal investigator. civil engineering Professor and internationally known railroad ex-
pert Jerry Rose is serving as co-Principal investigator. along with uk, nuRail partners with five other colleges 
and universities including Massachusetts institute of Technology, university of Tennessee - knoxville, university 
of illinois at chicago, Michigan Technological university and Rose-hulman institute of Technology. 

Three projects are highlighted in nuRail that include three-dimensional analysis of rail grade crossing perfor-
mance and safety, automated tie inspection, and in-situ sensing of tie ballast interaction. These projects feature 
application of advanced technologies such as structured light scanning, in collaboration with electrical engi-
neering Professor dan lau, track simulation for training inspectors that is in collaboration with csx’s sam 
carter, and use of tactile sensors, in collaboration with association of american Railroad’s Transportation Tech-
nology center inc. to monitor micro-pressures. 

Workforce development and capturing institutional memory and expertise is also a program focus, with interna-
tional cooperation being a nuRail priority. dr. Peng xu from beijing Jiaotong university, Ph.d. students alex 
Wang and shushu liu, and Master’s students brett Malloy, Mike Mchenry, and brittany stewart are supported. 

Phd student alex Wang measures track gage
 on the virtual inspection track. 
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Expenses Research **
Technology 
Transfer*** Education Admin Total Expenses

Personnel 4,450,000 540,000 50,000 790,000 $5,830,000
Operating**** 2,500,000 660,000 8,000 65,000 $3,233,000
Equipment 270,000 11,000 0 0 $281,000
Indirect Costs 2,000,000 0 23,000 65,000 $2,088,000
Total Program $9,220,000 $1,211,000 $81,000 $920,000 $11,432,000

 

*expenditure detail by subcategory of expense is available on request (859-257-5028).

**The research program for FY12 consisted of over 125 projects conducted for several agencies and orga-
nizations.  Primary research sponsors included the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, the Federal Highway 
Administration, the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, and the US Department of Homeland 
Security.  The center partnered with the University of Louisville, the University of Tennessee, the Asphalt 
Institute, and several other research organizations. Also, the Center began a unique partnership with the 
US Army Corps of Engineers focused on inland waterways. Near the end of FY12 the Center joined with 
Marshall University to become designated as a University Transportation Center consortium funded by 
USDOT’s Research and Innovative Technology Administration. 

***Technology Transfer includes workforce training and technical assistance. 

****Includes subcontracts. 
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Report Number  Title

kTc‐12‐2/fRT136‐04‐6f “Railroad subgrade support and Performance indicators,” Michael T. Mchenry,  
    Jerry g. Rose, 2012
kTc‐12‐4/sPR380‐09‐1f “improving intersection design Practices,” nikiforos stamatiadis, adam kirk,  
    2012
kTc‐12‐6/sPR413‐10‐1f “kentucky department of Vehicle Regulation internet applications study,”   
    andrew Martin, Jennifer Walton, 2012
kTc‐12‐9/fR1254‐03‐1f “development and deployment of aluminum bridge decks,” ching chiaw   
    choo, abheetha Peiris, issam harik, 2012
kTc‐12‐10/ksPi‐11‐1f “2012 safety belt usage survey in kentucky,” kenneth R agent, eric R. green,  
    2012
kTc‐12‐11/ksP1‐11‐2f “kentucky safety belt Methodology,” kenneth R. agent, eric R. green, Ronald  
    langley, 2012
kTc‐12‐12/ksP4‐12‐1f “2012 attitudes and awareness survey,” kenneth R. agent, eric R. green, 2012
kTc‐12‐13/ksP2‐11‐1f “analysis of Traffic crash data,” eric R. green, kenneth R. agent, Jerry g. 
    Pigman, 2012
kTc‐12‐14/sPR448‐11‐1f “Temporary flood barriers,” sarah M. Mccormack, chris Van dyke, ashley   
    suazo, doug kreis, 2012
kTc‐12‐17/fRT190‐11‐1i “Tools for applying constructability concepts to Project development ‐ 
    interim Report,” nikiforos stamatiadis, Paul goodrum, chen Wang, emily   
    shocklee, 2012
kTc‐12‐18/sPR434‐12‐1f “Motor carriers Tax consolidation study,” andrew Martin, Mark bell, Jennifer  
    Walton, 2012

proJects coMpLeteD
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Administration
Joe crabtree    (859) 257-4508    joe.crabtree@uky.edu
don hartman   (859) 257-3729     don.hartman@uky.edu
deborah bastani   (859) 257-7401     d.bastani@uky.edu
Victoria brock   (859) 257-8267     victoria.brock@uky.edu
Judith cromer   (859) 323-3095     judith.cromer@uky.edu
Jeffrey hill   (859) 218-0337     jeffrey.hill@uky.edu
chuck knowles   (859) 257-2815     chuck.knowles@uky.edu
Vanessa Miller   (859) 218-0118    vanessa.miller@uky.edu
Pat Riggs   (859) 257-3570     pat.riggs@uky.edu
kathy schweitzer  (859) 257-7389     kathy.schweitzer@uky.edu
amy Terry    (859) 257-7466     amy.terry@uky.edu 
neil Tollner   (859) 257-1144     neil.tollner@uky.edu
laura Whayne   (859) 257-2155     laura.whayne@uky.edu

Highway Transportation
Bridge Preservation
Theodore hopwood  (859) 257-2501     ted.hopwood@uky.edu
Jared fairchild   (859) 257-7307     jared.fairchild@uky.edu 
christopher goff  (859) 257-6417    chris.goff@uky.edu
bobby Meade   (859) 257-0782     bobby.meade@uky.edu
sudhir Palle   (859) 257-2670     sudhir.palle@uky.edu
Rick younce   (859) 257-6418    rick.younce@uky.edu 

Construction Management
Timothy Taylor   (859) 323-3680     tim.taylor@uky.edu

ITS and Traffic Management
Jennifer Walton   (859) 257-7239     jenniferr.walton@uky.edu
Mark bell    (859) 257-7244     mark.bell@uky.edu
Valerie keathley    (859) 218-1453    vjkeathley@uky.edu
Jerry kissick    (859) 257-4524    jerry.kissick@uky.edu
andrew Martin   (859) 257-7240     a.martin@uky.edu 
Mark spellman   (859) 257-7201     mark.spellman@uky.edu

Pavements, Materials & Geotechnology
clark graves   (859) 257-7388     clark.graves@uky.edu
kean ashurst   (859) 257-7319     kean.ashurst@uky.edu
Jamie creech   (859) 257-7208     jamie.creech@uky.edu
dan eaton   (859) 257-7300     dan.eaton@uky.edu
david hunsucker  (859) 257-8313     david.hunsucker@uky.edu
Tim Jones   (859) 257-7381     tim.jones@uky.edu
levi Mcintosh   (859) 257-7307     lmcintosh@uky.edu
Richard Reitenour  (859) 257-7220     richard.reitenour@uky.edu
brad Rister   (859) 257-7331     brad.rister@uky.edu
Tim scully   (859) 257-7224     tim.scully@uky.edu
charlie sun   (859) 257-7330    charlie.sun@uky.edu

Structures
issam harik   (859) 257-3116     harik@uky.edu
abheetha Peiris   (859) 257-7227    abheetha.peiris@uky.edu

Traffic & Safety
Jerry Pigman   (859) 257-4521     jerry.pigman@uky.edu
kenneth agent    (859) 257-4507     ken.agent@uky.edu
david cain   (859) 257-4724     dcain@uky.edu
eric green   (859) 257-2680     eric.green@uky.edu
adam kirk   (859) 257-7310     adam.kirk@uky.edu

staff Listing
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staff Listing (continueD)

Knowledge Exchange
Decision Support Systems
Theodore grossardt  (859) 257-7552     tgrossardt@uky.edu
ben blandford   (859) 257-7504    benjamin.blandford@uky.edu
Tim brock   (859) 257-7517    tim.brock@uky.edu 
len o’connell   (859) 257-7556     lenahan.oconnell@uky.edu
John Ripy   (859) 257-7536     jripy@uky.edu 
Michael shouse    (859) 257-7532    m.shouse@uky.edu
  
Technology Transfer
Martha horseman  (859) 257-4531    martha.horseman@uky.edu
carla crossfield   (859) 257-4022     carla.crossfield@uky.edu
lauren germond  (859) 257-7412     lauren.germond@uky.edu
dina Johnson   (859) 257-5086     dina.johnson@uky.edu
Valerie Pitts    (859) 257-7410     valerie.pitts@uky.edu
Manda shank   (859) 257-4509    manda.shank@uky.edu
nicole Worthy   (859) 257-7364     nicole.worthy@uky.edu

Transportation Education and Professional Development 
Reginald souleyrette  (859) 257-5309    souleyrette@uky.edu 

Multimodal Transportation
  
Freight and Logistics
doug kreis   (859) 257-6898     dougkreis@uky.edu
chris blackden   (859) 218-0383    cblackden@uky.edu
hugh deaner    (859) 218-0379    hugh.deaner@uky.edu 
bryan gibson   (859) 257-7237    bryan.gibson@uky.edu
brian howell   (859) 218-0017    brian.howell@uky.edu
sarah Mccormack  (859) 257-7562     sarah.mccormack@uky.edu 
shane stevens   (859) 257-7237    shane.stevens@uky.edu 
Roy sturgill, Jr.    (859) 218-0119    roy.sturgill@uky.edu
chris Vandyke   (859) 218-0374    chrisvandyke@uky.edu
candice Wallace   (859) 257-7527     candice.wallace@uky.edu
    
Rail
Jerry Rose   (859) 257-4278     jerry.rose@uky.edu





176 raymond Building
Lexington, Ky 40506-0261

(859) 257-5028
www.ktc.uky.edu


